
COMPARISON OF TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR

Mix of 2 videos from youtube, by Dean: Twinkle Twinkle Little Star Comparison Fast.

The child further not only talks to the star but also explains how it helps the travelers at night. It would then
have spread virally, as in the recent movie Contagion, where a bat exchanges fluids with a pig which is then
eaten by Gwyneth Paltrow, who contracts the deadly sickness, and triggers a chain reaction that kills millions.
Up above the world so high, Like a diamond in the sky. I wanted to call up the lawyer that the Rolling Stones
hired to sue the Verve for nicking the opening riff of The Last Time for their hit, Bittersweet Symphony. Jill
would only have until to enjoy the proceeds of her creation before she too died, and both sisters had no
children. I began my search for the source of this magical musical germ. There are actually five stanzas, which
was a refreshing find, since the first one was getting tedious to have to sing it every night to my children.
There are also various adaptations around the globe. The expression of wonder given in the first two lines
continues throughout the poem asking the star what it is and how far it is from the earth. In , she wrote a poem
called The Star which was published in a book called Rhymes for the Nursery. Here, each stanza is a quatrain
such as the first one or the second one. Either way, the song was so popular that Patty and her composer sister
Mildred published it in a songbook called Song Stories for the Kindergarten. He did give some credit on the
melody to a composer called Louis Le Maire, who had conveniently died in  One consolation for her, should
she be smiling down from the firmament, is that Star Trek: Enterprise honoured her by naming a character
after her. Children like the more expected musical path. As your bright and tiny spark Lights the traveler in the
dark, Though I know not what you are, Twinkle, twinkle, little star. What makes this tune so universally
cherished? This use of these sounds has enhanced the musical quality of the lines. The lyrics he recorded were
those of The Alphabet Song â€” as if the alphabet was copyrightable! This gives them that heartbeat. The child
further expresses that though he does not know what the star is, he knows that it twinkles. The analysis of
some of the major poetic devices used in this poem is given here. It was called Good Morning to All then, and
many have claimed the melody itself was knocked off another song, Happy Greetings to All, by Horace
Waters. There is no mystery around who wrote the English words to Twinkle, Twinkle. That builds tension,
which makes it interesting even for adults. The poem, having a perfect rhyme scheme, was originally written
for children to sing in a chorus. Might the melody be so elemental that it could have emerged independently?
That narrative has a lot of repetition in it, which helps make a song stick in the brain. Take Mozart, Bach,
Britten â€” all geniuses who could write a damn good tune! In no history of music, could I find any evidence
to suggest that he composed the melody, nor of where he found it. Since I was never even close to taking
grade one piano, I had to interview some real musicians and musicologists. The travelers thank the stars for
showing them the right path with its twinkling light.


